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Chhello divas full movie 2015

Chhello DivasOfficial posterDirected byKrishnadev YagnikProduced by Aayush Mehta Sharad Patel Nilay Chotai Pranay Kabra Sandil Dang Krunal Vyas Written byKrishnadev YagnikStarring Malhar Thakar Yash Soni Mitra Gadhvi Aarjav Trivedi Rahul Raval Janki Bodiwala Kinjal Rajpriya NetrihanushHarsh TrivediParth Bharat ThakkarCinematographyAlex MecwanEdited byNirav
PanchalProductioncompany Belvedere FilmsRelease date 20 November 2015 (2015-11-20) CountryIndiaLanguageGujaratiBox office. : The Last Day – A New Beginning) is a gujarati comedy film written and directed by Yagnik Krishnadev. The film starred Malhar Thakar, Yash Soni, Mitra Gadhvi, Aarjav Trivedi, Rahul Raval, Janki Bodiwala, Kinjal Rajpriya and Netri Trivedi. The plot revolves around the
lives of eight friends in their final year of college. The film premiered on November 20, 2015 with positive reviews from critics and commercial success. [2] The film was re-made in Hindi as Days of Tafree. [3] The plot summary of this article may be too long or too detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. (June 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this
template message) The film begins with five college friends going to the restaurant in a car after their college exams last year. One of Vicky's friends was hit and seriously injured by a car in an accident. He was taken to hospital for emergency treatment. The film then shows the whole story in flash again. One day in the morning, Vicky is being called several times by her friend Nikhil, who is waiting for him
in college. Vicky is still asleep in his house and keeps bluffing Nikhil that he is on his way to university, he has taken a turn into the entrance lane to the university, he is parking his bike. After nearly 45 minutes of waiting for Nikhil, he was furious and decided to give Vicky a good hearing. Unfortunately, Vicky's father took the call because Vicky was going to attend a doorbell. Nikhil, unaware of this, openly
abused Vicky's thoughts, and cut the call when he realized that all the time he was abusing his father! Nikhil calls herself Vicky's father (tera baap). Vicky's father was furious after the call and sarcastically asked Vicky How many fathers do you own? Vicky signals to her mother to answer this and is slapped hard by her father. Vicky then meets Nikhil and hurts him by hitting him with a bottle for abusing her
father. They then go to a tea supplier, where they meet Naresh, who bugs both of them by blabbering his relentlessness. Loy and the two go for tea and then they meet Dev and Dulha (Dhruval). Nikhil, Vicky and Loy, all portrayed as cheerful friends, have a two-minded and crazy part for love, while Dev is shown as a kind boy. Dulha is an aggressive boy who hates people messing with him or talking
nonsense. Then, in one class, they all met Pooja and Isha. Nikhil falls for Pooja and tries a romantic relationship with her. In one scene, Isha accidentally collides with Dulha. Dulha did not like this, thinking that she had deliberately done it and pushed Isha hard, so she fell to the ground. Later, Dulha apologized to Isha but strongly asked her to forgive him. In The Tuition Account, Vicky is attracted to tuition
teachers. However, when explaining dulha problem five times, Dulha still does not understand. When she hit dulha, he didn't like it and in turn bashes her head on the table. The next day, the teacher refused to teach, which irritated Vicky and blamed Dulha for it. Now, Loy's father decides to marry a girl named Nisha. Because her parents' skin is dark, Loy thinks that even Nisha will be dark. He therefore
resisted the marriage and asked Vicky and Nikhil to accompany him and help him force Nisha to refuse marriage. However, all three are surprised to find that Nisha is really beautiful and attractive. They all loved her right away. Vicky and Nikhil ensure that Loy is not engaged to Nisha by saying inappropriate things and trying to irritate Nisha and her parents. Nisha expressed her desire to be admitted to HD
College. Vicky's uncle was a trustee of that university, so he helped Nisha get into it. This led to Vicky and Nisha entering into a relationship. They all realized about the last day of school. Dev convinces Nikhil to propose to Pooja. However, Nikhil does not hesitate because Pooja is a friend of vandana's ex-girlfriend. They persuaded him not to think about all those things, otherwise he would repent of not
doing it after college ended. Meanwhile, when Vicky jokingly calls Nikhil Baila if he doesn't muster the courage to propose to a girl, he asks Dulha if he agrees. Dulha realizes that he loves Isha and confesses his love for her. Isha was shocked to hear about this, but remained silent. Once again, Dulha forces Isha to accept her proposal. Isha, despite accepting the offer, was not serious about it. She was
afraid of Dulha and therefore did whatever Dulha wanted. Vicky then realized that the tuition fee teacher account had lured him to marry their college sports professor. Now, fast forward to tonight after their exam last year, Vicky has finally survived and recovered from the car crash. At the end of the film, Nikhil tries to propose to Pooja, but frequent intervention by friends prevents him from proposeing.
However, Pooja himself confessed his love to Nikhil. Isha started celebrating this in joy, but the chocolate she was eating was stuck in her throat. When Pooja patted her on the back to allow her to escape the chocolate, Dulha objected to this and went to hit Isha the back... however, the film ended there. Malhar Thakar as Vicky Yash Soni as Nikhil/Nick Mitra Gadhvi as Loy Aarjav Trivedi as Dhulo Rahul
Raval as Dev Janki Bodiwala as Pooja Kinjal Rajpriya as Nisha Netri Trivedi As Isha Mayur Chauhan as Naresh Prapti Ajwalia as Vandana Prashant Barot as Father Beena Shah as Nikhil's mother Jeetendra Thakkar as Vicky Harsha Bhavsar's father as Vicky Jignesh Modi's mother as Ghanshyam Jaykrushna Rathod as Loy's Father, Ratilal Parmar as Nisha Dipika Ajwalia's father as Nisha's mother Jay
Bhatt as Professor Kartavya Shah as Archana Drama Professor Desai Ridham Bhatt as Tuition Production Teacher The film was shot in many other locations ahmedabad and Vadodara, including Shanti Business School and Sabarmati Waterfront. [4] The film's release was released on November 20, 2015[5][6][7] at 231 screens worldwide. [8] Receiving The Film earned ₹18 crore. [10] Copyright violations
Prior to the film's release, a copy of the film for the censorship board was leaked online. The producers claim they face losses of ₹5 crore due to copyright violations. [11] Two employees in the Entertainment Tax Commissioner's office in Gandhinagar were arrested in the case. [12] Remake The film was re-made in Hindi as Days of Tafree (2016). See also List of highest-revenue Gujarati films Reference ^
a 1 Gujarati films: Cheaper is not better. Indian Times. Archived from the original on June 28, 2018. Retrieved March 13, 2018. ^ After recent box office hits, 'Gollywood' rises in Gujarat. NDTV.com January 12, 2016. Archived from the original on February 5, 2016. Retrieved February 4, 2016. ^ GlamSham.com (August 10, 2016). DAYS OF TAFREE revisits CHHELLO DIVAS in Hindi. Archived from the
original on August 13, 2016. Retrieved August 13, 2016. ^ Directed by Krishnadev Yagnik. November 20, 2015. Archived from the original on January 3, 2016. Retrieved January 12, 2016. Iyer, Shreya (October 20, 2015). The trailer for gujarati film Chello Divas is out. Indian Times. Archived from the original on December 19, 2015. Retrieved December 5, 2015. ^ જોઇ લો, મ તીથી ભરપરૂ ગુ જુ િફ મ 'છે લો િદવસ'નુ ં ેલર.
Sandesh Gujarati Newspaper (in Gujarati). October 8, 2015. Archived from the original on December 8, 2015. Retrieved December 5, 2015. ^ Gujarati film chhello divas Leaked. m.divyabhaskar.co.in (in Gujarati). December 5, 2015. Archived from the original on December 8, 2015. Retrieved December 5, 2015. ^ 'અિકલા'- પાયોિનયરમાં િફ મ 'છે લો િદવસ'નો ોમોઃ આજે કલાકારો ધમૂ મચાવશ.ે Akilanews.com (in Gujarati).
December 5, 2015. Archived from the original on December 8, 2015. Retrieved December 5, 2015. ^ a 1 Govt employee arrested for leaking 'Chello Divas'. Ahmedabad Mirror. January 30, 2016. Archived from the original on March 4, 2016. Retrieved February 25, 2016. ^ Mishra, Piyush; Damor, Kalpesh (December 11, 2015). Gujarati films thrive on digital pushing. Archived from the original on December
14, 2015. Accessed 2 months 2016. ^ Producer goes to cops as piracy hits 'Chhello Divas'. Archived from the original on January 14, 2016. Retrieved January 2, 2016. ^ 'Copies of Chhello Diwas leaked, govt official held. Indian Times. January 30, 2016. Archived from the original on January 31, 2016. Retrieved February 25, 2016. Link outside Chhello Chhello on IMDb Chhello Divas on Facebook Taken
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